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Abstract
The purpose of the present study was to explore the effects of participation in a children ' s violin
instructional music program, The Young Violinists from St. Thomas Aquinas (YVST A), on the
primarily Hispanic participants· academic achievement. Data collection involved obtaining
YVSTA attendance records and participants· academic records: their standardized test scores,
attendance records, and academic transcripts. The participants were 5 boys and 14 girls ranging
in age from 6 to 14, enrolled in Kindergarten to eighth grade. Children attended the YVSTA
between 9 and 57 times, representing 36.36% to 86.36% attendance. All children but one were
identified as being Hispanic; one child was identified as White American. Data were analyzed by
coding, description, and interpretation. Analyses revealed no significant effects between
children's attendance to the music program and their academic transcripts, attendance records,
and standardized test scores, although there was evident improvement in participants' GPA over
time. Combined with participants· relatively high attendance to the music program, we suggest
that involvement in the YVST A is akin to a preventive intervention designed to enhance at-risk
youth ·s academic performance. The findings of this study highlight the potential positive effects
of this type of music program on children's academic achievement, and support the continuation
of this program and the development of similar music education programs.
Keywords: Hispanic youth, violin program, music education
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fntroduction and Literature Review
Throughout the literature, researchers have documented racial and ethnic disparities in
the educational setting. Hispanic children in particular often struggle more academically than do
their non-Hispanic peers. Studies have found that Hispanic youth have lower grades and are
more likely to drop out of public high school than their White American counterparts (Chapman,
Laird, Hill, & KewalRamani, 2011; Leventhal-Weiner & Wallace, 2011). Characteristics of atrisk children include socioeconomic status, family size, minority group status, and low parental
education (Alva & de Los Reyes, 1999). For Hispanics, especially, evidence suggests that the
acculturation process into the dominant culture oftentimes creates stress which may not only be
difficult to cope with (Cervantes & Castro, 1985; Cervantes, Padilla, & Salgado de Snyder, 1991 ;
Delgado-Gaitan, 1988; Gil, Vega, & Dimas, 1994; Hovey & King, 1996; Saldana, 1994), but also
negatively impact children ' s academic performance (Alva & de Los Reyes, 1999).
One potential solution for increasing academic performance among Hispanic youth may
lie in encouraging their participation in extra-curricular activities, for much research has shown
the positive effects of student participation in those activities. In the United States, much of that
research has focused on academic outcomes (Simoncini & Caltabiono, 2012). Participation in
extra-curricular activities has shown to be positively associated with academic outcomes,
including grades, test scores, school engagement, and educational aspirations (Broh, 2002;
Cooper, Valentine, Nye & Lindsay, 1999; Fletcher, Nickerson & Wright, 2003; Marsh &
Kleitman, 2002), and has appeared to benefit all children, whether they are from advantaged or
disadvantaged backgrounds (Simoncini & Caltabiono, 2012).
Additionally, involvement in some type of music education program or activity such as
enrolling in a school's band or orchestra, or enrolling in private music instruction, has been
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shown to positively affect children in a variety of domains including the academic domain
(Hallam, 2010). For at-risk youth in particular, research conducted by Nina Kraus, a
neurobiologist at Northwest University, concluded that learning to play a musical instrument or
sing can help disadvantaged children strengthen their reading and language skills (Musical
Training Offsets Academic Achievement Gaps, 2014). The purpose of this study was to explore
the relationship between involvement in the Young Violinists from St. Thomas Aquinas, a violin
music instruction program, and the academic achievement of its primarily Hispanic youth
participants living in Cache Valley, Utah.

Disparities in Educational Settings
Many racial and ethnic disparities have been reported over the years in the educational
setting. In a statewide survey conducted in Minnesota from 1998-2010 (Nitardy, Duke,
Pettingell, & Borowsky, 2015), researchers looked at the differences in academic achievement
and academic aspirations between 350,000 high school students ranging in age from 13-19 who
identified as White American, Asian American/Pacific [slander, Black/ African American,
Hispanic/Latino, American Indian, and mixed race. This study used data from the Minnesota
Student Survey gathered in 1998, 2001 , 2004, 2007, and 2010. Measures of academic
achievement and educational aspirations were examined by race/ethnicity, poverty status, and
family structure. Results found that there were significant race/ethnic disparities at every time
point regarding academic achievement, and that academic aspirations among participants varied
according to such factors as race/ethnic group identity, individual factors , and systemic factors
(Nitardy et al. , 2015).
In examining high school dropout rates, it seems that Hispanic youth are at a particular
disadvantage. A report released in October 201 I by the United States Department of Education
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(Chapman et. al, 2011) noted that the public high school dropout rate from grades 9-12 for
Hispanic students (5. 0%) was more than twice that of White American students (2.3%). In
another analysis of high school dropout rates among White American, Black American, and
Hispanic students in 275 U.S . Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), Leventhal-Weiner and
Wallace (2011) found that Black American and Hispanic youth were more susceptible to
extremely high dropout rates. For Hispanic students especially, the top three MSAs with the
highest rates were Decatur, AL (68 .3%), Lexington, KY (55%), and Jackson, TN (54.3%). The
top MSA dropout rate for Hispanics (68 .3% in Decatur, AL) was more than three times that of
White Americans in their top MSA (20% in Elkhart-Goshen, IN).
In a study examining gender and racial/ethnic differences in students ' grade trajectories
across seventh grade, researchers found that the clearest differences were those between
ethnic/racial groups (Wampler, Munsch, & Adams , 2002). Among Black American, White
American, and Hispanic youth, the researchers discovered that the Hispanic children in particular
exhibited the most change as they followed a downward trajectory that took them down nearly a
letter grade lower than their average in the previous grade. In contrast, data from Black
American and White American youth showed that their grades were fairly consistent throughout
seventh grade. Wampler et al. (2002) hypothesized that peer culture pressures and varying school
environments (such as physical location and ethnic makeup of the student body) were the
stressors contributing to the marked contrast between Hispanic and Black American and White
American youths in the study. From this study, researchers noted that it was clear that Hispanic
students were at a higher risk of dropping out of school than either non-Hispanic White
American or Black American youth (Wampler et al. , 2002).
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Music Education
Previous studies involving children and adolescents have shown the pos1t1ve effects of
music instruction in a wide \ariety of domains, such as perceptual and language skills, literacy,
intellectual de,elopment, creativity, social/personal deYelopment, and health and well-being
(Hallam, 2010). Music educations prognuns such as El Sistema, begun in Venezuela in 1975 for
underprivileged children (Lesniak, 2012), and the Masidlale Music Project, begun in 2009 by the
Cape Philharmonic Orchestra for disadvantaged youth in South Africa (Brenner, 2011), have
proved incredibly successful, positiYely impacting hundreds of young lives around the world.
Begun in 1975 by Jose Antonio Abreu in Venezuela, El Sistema had its humble
beginnings in an underground parking garage (Lesniak, 2012). At the start of his music program,
Abreu taught ele\'en children. His goal for El Sistema was to provide an opportunity- free of
charge-for impoverished children to receiYe a musical education to promote the development of
the entire child. When the program began, there were only two orchestras in Venezuela. Today,
the country has over 60 children' s orchestras_ nearly 200 youth orchestras, 30 professional adult
orchestras, and dozens of choruses. The influence of El Sistema has spread outside the country as
well, inspiring music programs in over 50 countries, including Canada, Netherlands, Portugal,
Japan, South Africa, and the United States ("El Sistema Around the World,'' n.d.). Within the
U.S . alone, the most recent census summary reports 117 known El Sistema-based programs
across the country, involving over 28 ,000 children (El Sistema USA: A National Alliance of El
Sistema Inspired Programs, 2014). Together, El Sistema and its related programs have
transformed over a million children' s lives around the world through providing quality music
education and opportunities for disadvantaged youth.
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In another part of the world, there exist three music programs also dedicated to enriching
the lives of impoverished children through music. The Masidlale Music Project, the Music
Investment Project, and the Mangaung String Programme are three music education programs
founded in South Africa at different times by various people (Brenner, 2011). Though the
projects are pedagogically diverse, their leaders are dedicated to the same goal of positively
impacting at-risk youth. Students within each of the three programs learn to play orchestral
instruments and are all supported by their instructors to succeed both inside and outside the
classroom Strong relationships are formed between students and teachers, and the latter provide
many opportunities for the former to incorporate their own culture in the curriculum, develop
awareness of other cultures, and interact in the community. All three projects share an additional
goal of providing the children with employment in the music industry (e.g., working as a
gardener in exchange for piano lessons) (Brenner, 2011). Over the years, these programs have
proven to be successful in brightening the lives of hundreds of children in South Africa. Along
with El Sistema and their related programs begun around the world, music programs such as
these have no doubt provided disadvantaged youth with positive experiences to both grow
musically and develop individually.
The Young Violinists from St. Thomas Aquinas
Although much research has been conducted on the positive effects of educational music
programs for children, few research exists which examines those effects on minority youths
specifically. This purpose of the present study was to build on the work begun last spring in
which we conducted a program evaluation of the Young Violinists from St. Thomas Aquinas
(YVSTA). The YVST A is a small violin music education program for children launched in
Logan, UT in October 2012 and directed by Dr. Sergio Bernal, associate professor from the
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Department of Music at Utah State University (USU) and the director of the USU symphonyorchestra. Together with his assistants, three youths and one adult, Dr. Bernal teaches group
violin lessons every Friday, excepting the first Friday of each month. The two hour group music
instruction is divided into two hour-long sessions, with the first one devoted to teaching
beginning students and the second one devoted to teaching the more advanced students. As a
former teacher at El Sistema, Dr. Bernal modeled his program after it, adopting the Suzuki
Method of teaching music in which children initially learn through constant repetition, listening,
and memorization instead of learning to read the music. El Sistema encourages learning through
performing and collaboration, and Dr. Bernal does the same by providing his students with
ample opportunities to perform in the community, whether it be at St. Thomas Aquinas church
services on Sundays alongside other worship group members, at public concerts, or with the
USU symphony-orchestra. Most importantly, Dr. Bernal creates a nurturing and positive
environment for his young violinists in order to promote the gro\\-1h of the whole child through
music-the ultimate goal of both El Sistema and Dr. Bemal's Young Violinists from St. Thomas
Aquinas.
In the program evaluation conducted last spring, we were interested in examining the
social, behavioral, familial, and academic effects of participation in the YVST A on its primarily
Hispanic participants. Because USU's institutional review board determined the project was not
"human subjects research, " typical consent forms were not needed for participants. Instead, I
created simple informational fliers and handed them out to personally recruit families for the
program evaluation. To conduct a thorough evaluation, I obtained attendance records,
interviewed participants and their parents, and collected behavioral observations at St. Thomas
Aquinas in Logan, UT. I secured permission from 9 boys, 21 girls, and 3 fathers and 3 mothers to
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participate in the program evaluation. The children ranged in age from 5 to 16, and 83.3%
identified as being Hispanic, 13.33% as Asian American, and 3.33% White American. Half of
the children participants reported being involved in extracurricular clubs and activities such as
orchestra, band, and robotics club, and over half of them reported having learned or played
another instrument besides the violin (most often citing the piano). Additionally, almost all of the
participants (86.67%) reported having at least one family member who played one instrument or
another. Over half of them\\ ere enrolled in elementary schools, followed by local charter
schools, middle schools, and high school. Few of the participants were able to comment upon
their grades. In regards to six parent participants, three identified as being Asian American, one
was Hispanic, and two were White American. All of them had graduated high school and gone
on to obtain tertiary education, and they reported income levels ranging from an average of
$50.000 per year to over $100,000. Musically, four of the parents had personal experience
playing an instrument, and two parents reported that their spouses played an instrument.
In reviewing participants· attendance in the music program, the average length

o[

inrnl vement was 12.2 months (SD = 10. 08), with a range from 3 to 28 months, indicating that
participants had been attending Dr. Bemal's group for a considerable amount of time. Twenty one participants (70%) cited their own interest as the primary reason for why they decided to join
the program. Using a five-point Likert-type scale (where 1 = strongly like and 5 = strongly
dislike), participants reported a high level of satisfaction with the YVSTA as 26 of them
(86.67%) chose a rating of 4 or 5. The average rating for all 30 participants was 4.52 (SD =
0.78). In reporting what they liked most about the program, the two most frequent responses
were participants ' enjoyment ofleaming the violin (n = 17, 56.67%) and their enjoyment of
making new friends and getting together with them during the music sessions (n = 5, 16.67%). A
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few participants also talked about specific things they disliked, such as having to memorize all
the music and the sometimes noisy and distracting environment, and made suggestions for the
group. such as further dividing the groups according to instructor style and learning a wider
variety of songs and instruments. Additional comments were made in general about how much
participants enjoyed the YVSTA program overall.
Through interviews with parents, I found that five of the six (83.3%) indicated that both
they and their children attended each session that was offered every month. All six parents
reported a satisfaction rating of 5 on the same Likert-type scale that the child participants had
used. In discussing the overall impact of the program on their children and describing what they
like the most and least about it, all of the parents were immensely positive about the violin
group. One parent discussed how it seemed his child's self-esteem had been positively impacted
and that his child 's confidence had improved. Three of the parents expressed their appreciation
for the socialization opportunity it provided their children. Another parent commented on the
noticeable increase in self-confidence in her child. Half of the parents mentioned how
knov;ledgeable and effective Dr. Bernal was at teaching the children and using various strategies
to keep them engaged. One parent discussed how attending the weekly music session with his
child had increased their relationship because they were able to spend this time together in a
shared activity. The parents also made suggestions for the group and made additional comments
about how much they approved of and were satisfied with the YVST A
Through my behavioral observations conducted across 9 sessions, I observed that on
average, a total number of 27 children (SD= 4.64) attended each session, with a range of 22 to
34 attending. Across the nine sessions, boys were consistently outnumbered by girls in a 1:5
ratio . Additionally, at least one parent stayed in each session with their child. In teaching, Dr.
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Bernal and his assistants primarily used verbal instruction (including singing) and demonstrative
activities to teach the students. For example, when teaching a section of music, he would tell the
students what he wanted them to do (a directive statement), model that instruction (a
demonstrative activity), signal the students to perform, and then use an approval statement such
as "good job! " to positively reinforce their performance. Before modeling an instruction, Dr.
Bernal would always preface that with the verbalization of " my tum. " Then the students would
wait while he modeled that instruction. After that, Dr. Bernal would say "your tum" and
verbally prepare the students by counting numbers l to 4 out loud. The students would then all
play together along with Dr. Bernal. By using simple instructions, the students could easily
understand exactly what was asked of them. By counting lo four, Dr. Bernal allowed the
students time to prepare for playing their violins as they were able to get into the correct playing
position to do so. By alternating verbal instructions and performance opportunities often, Dr.
Bernal maintained student engagement which also helped to prevent off-task behavior and limit
distractions among the group.
In addition to modeling a specific instruction on the violin in a regular playing position,
Dr. Bernal also used creative ways to model that behavior in order to maintain student
engagement. For example, instead of merely standing and playing the violin in the normal
position, he would lift and hold one leg, hop in place, or sit down and stand up while playing.
Dr. Bernal w·ould then use a directive statement to encourage students to perform the section of
music in the same way (i.e., by also lifting and holding one leg, hopping in place, or sitting down
and standing up while playing). By modeling instructions in creatively different ways, Dr.
Bernal effectively held the attention of the group, frequently eliciting laughter and smiles from
all of the students as they attempted to copy him. Additionally, Dr. Bernal provided individual
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students the opportunity to lead the group by choosing an action to do while playing the violin
and then having everyone else copy that individual. In this way the individual students were
validated and given responsibility for a brief period of time, which in tw11 helped to maintain the
engagement of the other students as they focused on one of their peers.
Ultimately, this prognun evaluation yielded many positive effects in the social,
behavioral, and familial domains. Three themes emerged regarding all participants' experience
with the music program: (a) overall enjoyment of the violin group, (b) socialization
opportunities, and (c) satisfaction with the music instructor. Regarding the overall enjoyment of
the group, both participants and their parents expressed a high level of satisfaction with the
music program The participants frequently expressed their enjoyment of learning the instrument
while the parents expressed their enjoyment al seeing their children succeed in a welcoming
environment. In regards to socialization opportunities, parents and their children alike praised the
opportunity for such socialization among their peers during the sessions. Finally, several students
and parents commented upon the effectiveness of Dr. Bernal as a music instructor who was
personable, knowledgeable, and engaging.
Having conducted this program evaluation, we sought to focus more narrowly on the
effects of participation in the YVST A on participants ' academic achievement in this current
study. By analyzing participants' attendance records in the YVSTA in relation to their academic
transcripts, attendance, and standardized test scores, we hypothesized finding a positive
correlation between them which would provide support for the positive effects of music
instruction on the academic outcomes of minority youth participants.
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Method
Pa11icipants

Participants for the present study were selected on the basis of their current participation
in The Young Violinists from St. Thomas Aquinas . At the time of this research, 28 children
regularly attended the YVST A Of those 28 children, parental consent and school records were
obtained for 21 of them for a 75% participation rate. Two of the 21 children provided their
consent but the schools they attended did not provide their records. Thus, the final sample was
comprised of 19 children, 5 boys and 14 girls between 6 and 14 years of age (Mage== 9.83, SD==
2.71), who resided in Cache Valley, Utah. All but one participant identified as Hispanic (n == 18,
94.74%); the other participant identified as White American. Participants attended Kindergarten
through eighth grade.
Procedure

Approval to conduct this research was sought and secured from the USU institutional
review board (Protocol #6898). Participants were recruited by word of mouth by Dr. Bernal and
me. I distributed consent forms (see Appendix A) and authorization to release school record
forms (see Appendix B) to the children during the Friday evening music sessions and they
returned them with parental signatures. Dr. Bernal provided the attendance records for all of his
students; attendance records were available beginning in March 2014 and ending in January
2016. To obtain participants ' academic records, I personally visited schools and corresponded
with school officials via email to secure their data. Participants ' age and ethnicity were marked
on their authorization forms. All of the data was then scanned, coded, and securely uploaded
online to Box, a secure cloud storage hosted by Utah State University. Scans were made of all
the consent and authorization forms and also uploaded to Box. Parents of the participants were
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then given the opportunity to have their child's original academic data returned to them along
with a brief explanation of its meaning. The remainder of the unwanted physical data was
securely destroyed.

Measures
Attendance Records.
YVSTA. Attendance records to the YVST A were available from March 2014 through

January 2016. During that time period, Dr. Bernal offered 66 classes to a total of93 children who
were listed in the roster as having ever participated in the YVST A Participation for all 93
children ranged from attending 1 to 62 classes (Mdays

= 14.27, SDdays = 16.20). In our sample of

19 participants, children attended 9 to 57 classes out of the total 66 offered. Because they started
at different times, we calculated program attendance relative to the time period (i.e., number of
classes attended between March 2014 and January 2016 divided by 66) and found that
attendance ranged from 36.36% to 86.36% (M = 63 .74%, SD= 13.21%; see Table 1 and Figure
1). Of those 19 participants, 13 of them had been participating in the YVSTA since March of
2014 reflecting long-term involvement in the program

Table 1
Music Program Attendance and School Attendance
n

% Music Attendance
% School Absence
% School Tardv

19
19
19

Min
36
0
0

Max
86
12
33

M
63 .74
5.90
4.64

SD
13.22
4.00
9.1~
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Figure 1. Attendance to the music program represented as a percentage of classes attended

between March 2014 and January 2016 divided by the total number of classes offered during that
time period.

Scliool School attendance data was available for all 19 participants for the current 20152016 school year (see Table l ). All schools but one met for 180 days of instruction, thus we
calculated attendance as a percentage of absences and tardies.
Academic Tr-anscripts.

Academic transcripts were not available for every participant. Those transcripts that ·were
obtained varied widely in the amount and kinds of information they provided. We were
interested in examining students' grades from both this current school year and the previous one,
but not all transcripts included the previous year' s grades. The grades themselves also differed in
how they were recorded, for some schools used the basic letter grade system while others used a
1-2-3-4 system or even designed their own grading system. Finally, the number of terms varied
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between schools as they ranged from 2 to 6. We were interested in examining students ' grades at
two general time points during the school year, in the fall and in the spring. For schools that
offered two terms, we simply looked at their grades in those first (fall) and second (spring) terms.
For schools that offered three terms, we looked at student grades in the first (fall) and third
(spring) terms. For schools that offered six terms, we looked at student grades in the third (fall)
and sixth (spring) terms.
Of our 19 participants, we obtained current year grades from 13 of them and previous
year grades from 9 of them In coding the grades, we converted all grades to the same basic letter
grade system in which A was the highest grade and F was the lowest. No distinctions were made
for grades that were accompanied by a + or - sign. We excluded pass/fail grades. For schools
which used a 1-2-3-4 grading system, we converted a grade of 4 to an A, a grade of3 to a B, a
grade of 2 to a C, and a grade of l to a D. One school used their own E-M-A-N-x system, in
which E stood for "exceeds expectations," M for "meets expectations," A for approaching
expectations, N for "not meeting expectations," and x for "not yet measured. " For that school,
we conYerted a grade of E to A, M to B, A to C, and N to D. For all schools, we excluded all
grades from citizenship-related classes (e.g. , social emotional skills and personal learning skills)
from our data. All other classes were included. Additionally, we chose to exclude any grades
from those participants in Kindergarten as their progress reports simply varied too much in form
and content to be able to arrive at a meaningful systematic categorization.

Grades. To calculate a cumulative grade for each of the semesters for those participants
who provided grades, we multiplied the number of As, Bs, Cs, and Ds by 4, 3, 2, and 1,
respectively, and then divided that number by the total number of letter grades that participant
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had received. Table 2 shows the range, average, and standard deviation of grades for each
semester.

Table 2

Academic Achievement

Fall 2014 GPA
Spring 2015 GPA
Fall 2015 GPA
Standardized Math
Standardized Science
Standardized Language

n
9
9
13

Min
2.50
2.50
2.57

11

l

9
16

1

Max
4.00
4.00
4.00
3
3
2

M
3.28
3.32
3.53
2.00
2.22
1.81

SD
0.50
0.50
0.52
0.63
0.67
0.40

Standardized Test Scores. Standardized test scores were not available for every
participant. Of our 19 total participants, 16 provided test scores for one standardized test. Five of
those 16 provided scores for an additional test. All the participants who provided test scores took
at least one of the following three tests: Utah 's Student Assessment of Growth and Excellence
(SAGE) test, the Idaho Standardized Achievement Tests (ISAT), and the Dynamic Indicators of
Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) test.

/SAT. This test is given annually to students in grades 3 and above and measures math,
language arts, and science comprehension. The ISAT measures proficiency in each of those three
areas by using a 1-2-3-4 system in which 4 is the highest score a student could earn in the
specific subject test, indicating an advanced or highly proficient level ; a 3 indicates a proficient
level ; a 2 indicates basic or approaching proficient level; and a l indicates below basic or below
proficient level.
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SAGE. This test is given annually to students in grade 2 and above and also measures
math, language arts, and science comprehension. Like the ISAT, it uses a 1-2-3-4 system to
measure proficiency in those three areas. Four (4) is the highest score a student can earn in the
specific subject test, indicating an advanced or highly proficient level; a 3 indicates a proficient
level; a 2 indicates basic or approaching proficient level; and a 1 indicates below basic or below
proficient level.
DIBELS. Unlike the ISAT or SAGE, this test only measures early childhood literacy and

is therefore offered three times per year to those in grades Kindergarten through sixth grade only.
The DIBELS test gives an evaluative score of at or above benchmark, below benchmark, or well
below benchmark for each of its subtests measured at the beginning, middle, and end of the
school year. Additionally, the DIBELS provides a composite score also measured at the
beginning, middle, and end of the school year that indicates whether the student is at or above
benchmark, below benchmark, or well below benchmark at each time period.
Standardizing test scores. To standardize scores across all three tests, we assigned a

score of above average, average, or below average to each test (see Table 3). On the JSAT and
SAGE, a score of 4 was converted to above average, a score of 2 or 3 was converted to average,
and a score of 1 was converted to below average. On the DIBELS test, we converted a score of
above benchmark to above average, and a score of below benchmark or well below benchmark
to below average. For our participants who provided DIBELS scores for each subtest, we
counted how many scores were considered average out of all the scores compiled for that school
year (e.g., 4 of 7 scores were considered average). For those who provided a composite DIBELS
score, we simply converted it to above average, average, and below average. We then assigned a
value of 3 to above average, 2 to average, and 1 to below average . Table 2 shows the range,
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average, and standard deviation of each of the three subject test scores for the first standardized
test that participants reported.

Table 3
Standardizing Test Scores

Original Test Score
ISAT
1
2
3
4

SAGE
1
2
3
4

DIBELS
Above benchmark
Below benchmark
Well below benchmark

Average Equivalent

Standardized Score

Below average
Average
Average
Above average

1
2
2
3

Below average
Average
Average
Above average

1
2
2
3

Above average
Below average
Below average

2
1
1

Results
School attendance
Table 1 shows the student absences which ranged from Oto 12.23% (M= 5.90%, SD =
4.00%) and the student tardies which ranged from Oto 33.33% (M = 4.64%, SD = 9.12%). For

the previous 2014-201 5 school year, attendance data were available for 15 participants. Student
absences ranged from Oto 12.23% (M = 5.90%, SD= 4.00%) and student tardies ranged from 0
to 33.33% (M = 4.64%, SD= 9.12%).
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Academic grades
Table 4 shows the frequency of letter grades for each of the three semesters. In compiling
the current 2015-201 6 school year fall grades from the 13 participants for which data were
available reveal a total of 45 As (56.25%; MA = 3.46, SDA = 2.76), 28 Bs (35%; Ms - 2.15, SDs =
3. 00), and 7 Cs (8. 75%; Mc= 0.54, SDc = 0.97). None of those participants earned any Ds or Fs.
At the time these data were collected from the various schools, the schools had just begun their
spring semesters, thus no data were available. Nine participants from the spring semester of the
previous 2014-2015 school year earned a total of 19 As (32.76%; MA= 2.11 , SDA = 2.15), 34 Bs
(58.62%; Ms= 3.78, SDs = 3.45), 4 Cs (6.90%; Mc= 0.44, SDc = 0.73), and 1 D (1 .72%; MD=
0.11 , SDD= 0.33). None of the participants earned Fs. During the fall semester of the 2014-2015
school year, participants earned a total of 17 As (30 36%; MA = 1. 89, SDA = 2. 15), 34 Bs
(60.71 %; Ms= 3.78, SDs = 3. 19), 4 Cs (7. 14%; Mc= 0.44, SDc = 0.73), and 1 D (1.79%; MD=
0.1 l , SDD= 0.33). None of the participants earned any Fs.

Table 4

Frequency of Letter Grades p er Semester
Fall 2014
As
Bs
Cs
Ds

n
17
34
4
l

%
3056%
60.71%
7.14%
1.79%

Spring 2015
n
%
19
32.76%
34
58.62%
4
6.70%
1.72%

Fall 2015

n
45
28
7
0

%
56.25%
35.00%
8.75%
0.00%

Standardized test scores.
ISAT. One participant provided an official science subject score which was converted to
a score of below average. That participant also provided interim scores ( essentially taken as a
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practice test for the upcoming official test) for language arts and math which were also converted
to scores of below average. That participant did not provide official subject scores for language
arts or math.

SAGE. Ten participants provided SAGE scores for the previous 2014-2015 school year,
and three of those ten also provided their scores from that test for the 2013-2014 school year. For
the ten participants who provided 2014-2015 scores, 6 (60%) scored average or above average in
math, 5 scored average or above average in science (50%), and 6 scored average in language arts
(60%). Two science scores were missing from this data. For the three participants who provided
2013-2014 scores, 2 (66.67%) scored average or above average in math, none scored average or
above average in science, and 2 (66.67%) scored average in language arts. Two science scores
were also missing from this data.

DIBELS. Five participants provided DIBELS scores for the current 2015-2016 school
year, and two of those five also provided their scores from that test for the previous 2014-2015
school year. Of the five scores for this current year, three were reported in terms of how many
scores were considered average out of all those compiled so far. One student had 2 out of 8
average scores (25%), another student had 8 out of 8 average scores (100%), and the third
student had 4 out of 7 average scores (57.14%). The other two students reported their composite
scores. Both were considered at or above average. Out of the five students who reported current
year DIBELS scores, two of those also reported their scores from the previous year. One student
had 12 out of 12 average scores (100%) while the other had l J out of 12 average scores
(91.67%).
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Analyses

We conducted a correlation analysis between music program attendance, school
attendance, GP A, and test scores. Despite finding some highly correlated variables, we did not
have sufficient statistical power to detect significant differences. For example, absenteeism and
GPAs were correlated at -.483, -.761, -.496 for Fall 2014, Spring 2015, and Fall 2015 ,
respectively, but only the -.76 1 correlation was significant at p = .017 (see Table 5).

Table 5
Correlations Between Study Variables
2
I. Attendance lo YV R
(O o)
p
n
2. Fall 15
R
attendan ce (0 o)
p
11

3. Fal l 15 ta rdiness

R

(%)

p
n

4. Fall 15 GPA

R

p
11

5. Fall 20 14 GPA

R

p
11

6. Spring2015 GPA R
p
11

7. Testing_math

R
p
11

8. Testing_science

R
p
11

9. Testing_lan guage R
p

n

-.220
.365
19
.047
.847
19
-.235
.440
13
-.295
.44 1
9
.369
.329
9
.126
.7 13
II
.O J I
.977
9
-.029
.9 15
16

.37 [
.117
19
-.496
.085
13
-.483
.188
9
-.76 I .
017
9
- .489
.126
II
-.569
. l 10
9

-.sos·
.046
16

3

-.53 1
.062
13
- 130
.739
9
-.343
.366
9
.000
1.000

11
-. 190
.625
9
-.384
. 142
16

4

5

6

7

8

.602
. 11 5
8
.040
.925
8
.623
.099
8
.496
.2 12
8
.462
.152
11

.672"
.047
9
.604
.204
6
.986 ..
.000
6
.62 1
. 137
7

.120
.821
6
.664
.15 1
6
.666
.103
7

.530
.142
9
.339
.309
\I

.6 14
.078
9
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects of participation in a small music
program, the Young Violinists from St. Thomas Aquinas, on the primarily Hispanic participants'
academic achievement. Although our analyses revealed no significant effects between children' s
attendance to the music program and their academic transcripts, attendance records, and
standardized test scores, there was evident improvement in participants ' GPA over time. This
improvement in GPA was further reflected by the increase in the number of As that the children
earned over the three semesters. Combined with the fact that participants had relatively high
attendance to the music program, we suggest that involvement in the YVST A is akin to a
preventive intervention designed to enhance at-risk youth' s academic performance. Other studies
have shown the positive effects of music education programs for participants on a wide variety
of domains (Bilhartz et al ., 2000; Butzlaff, 2000; Cheek & Smith, 1999; Douglas & Wi llatts,
1994; Hallam, 20 l O; Harland et al. , 2000; Johnson & Memmott, 2006; Morrison, 1994 ), and our
results indicate the potential for this music program to impact its primarily minority youth
participants similarly regarding academic outcomes.
Nation et. al (2003) reviewed several articles to identify nine overall characteristics of
effective prevention programs: comprehensive, included varied teaching methods, provided
sufficient dosage, were theory driven, provided opportunities for positive relationships,
appropriately timed, socioculturally relevant, included out-come evaluation, and involved welltrained staff When examining the YVST A as a kind of prevention program, it appears that it has
incorporated all those characteristics to some degree. In particular, results from the program
evaluation conducted last spring have shown that Dr. Bemal ' s music program provides
numerous opportunities for participants and their parents to foster positive relationships with one
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another, and past participants have directly expressed their appreciation of those opportunities.
Additionally, Dr. Bernal and his assistants are well-trained. Dr. Bernal worked for a decade at El
Sistema in Venezuela and holds conducting degrees from Yale University and the University of
Michigan and a doctorate degree in Composition from the University of Utah. His youth
assistants, advanced violin students, have studied personally with him for several years and have
performed with the USU symphony-orchestra several times. From attendance to some of the
music sessions over the past year, I observed a variety of teaching techniques that Dr. Bernal has
used with his students to maintain engagement (e.g .. modeling, singing, and bowing). Thus, the
YVSTA does appear to possess characteristics of effective prevention programs, especially
sociocultural relevance (Nation et al. , 2003). For future research in this area, the limitations of
our study should be taken into account
First and foremost , our sample of participants was very small. Analyses of the data was
further hindered by the fact that participants were unable to provide data for every measure (i.e. ,
grades, school attendance, and standardized test scores), with the exception of attendance to the

YVST A and school attendance. Second, the ways in which schools reported grades for
elementary students varied considerably, making the process of standardizing grades for all
students difficult. Third, this study lacked a control group, a number of children who were of
similar age and grade, against which our results could be compared to see if there was a
difference in academic performance between students involved in a music education program
and those ,:vho were not involved in that kind of program. Finally, the time period for which we
collected data was relatively short. In order to address all of these issues, we recommend
continuing this study for several years and including a control group so that current participants
in the program can be tracked to measure any significant progress or decline in their academic
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outcomes. Those results can then be measured against the results from students not participating
in such a music program to see if academic performance differed significantly between the two
groups. It would additionally be interesting to include a third group of participants, those who
were involved in the music program for a period of time and then left. By tracking their
academic performance for some amount of time after they left the program, we could see if the
seemingly positive effects of being involved in the YVST A lasted.
Despite the above limitations of our study, and despite being unable to draw definite
conclusions regarding participants ' academic performance, it is apparent that this program has
positively impacted children ' s lives by providing them with an activity in which they genuinely
enjoy participating. Along with this program's continuation and growth, ultimately it is hoped
that this study inspires the development of similar music education programs for children to
enrich their lives in a variety of areas .
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Consent Form - English Version
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The VioU11ists from St. TTwma ~Aqui11as: Ana{r:ing rhe Effects of a Small J,J,i~ic Group
On tl1eAcademicAchiel.•eme11I of Primari{1· Hispanic Youth i11 Cache Valley

Stud,· Purpo5-e. Dr. :\kLmie Domenech Rodriguez in the Departm.a1t of Psychology and Dr. Sergio
Bernal in the Department of :\Iusic at Utah State L-ni.wrsity are conducting a research study to determine
th.- effect, of Dr Bern.ah weekly nolm music group at St Thomas Aquma, on participants' academic
achie,·emem. You l:m·e beet asked to take pm became your child is pai-ticipating or has participated in
Dr. Bemal's group. There ·,,·ill be approXilllately 3i to tal participant, in this research. Daruelle Keaton, a
senior majoring in psychology and music therapy at USU, ',Yill be inYolnd in this study. In addition to
research presentations and publicanons, \,-e tn-1~· aho u,e this infonnatic,n to try to secure funding to
cominue the Yom1g \·iolinis1s program

If you agree to participate, you and your dukl mil proY1de basic demographic data such as sex, age,
education, income, and ethnicity of your child, eKperience ,,-ith musical instrument,, and participation in
Dr. Bernal' s group. Attewi:mce record<, will be used as well. Fmally, you wc,ukl sign a rdease fo rm to
proYide authorization to obtam your chiH s, academic tramcripts, school attendance records , and Student
Assessment ofGro\\ih and Excellence (S.-'\.GE >score .. All of this information n-ill be comerted to
number, and placed i11 an elecuonic file without identifiers_Onginal school records ,,-ill be returned to
you as soon as the information is entered in our data files_
Ri5ks. Participation in this study 111rnl·,es minor risks or discomf01is. There is a small nsk of loss of

confida1tialiry should school records be misplaced. We mll take s1eps to reduce this risk by t'ntering the
data immediatel1: and return.i.t12 records to familie, at their earliest conYcri.ience. Your child' s intormation
may be med for ..research pres;ntations, publications or grant proposals. Data •,,·ill be presented in
aggregate form and no ittdi,-ic!ual participant \\·ill be identifiable.
Benefits. A potential benefit to participating in this study

i, receiYing your child· s school records \Yith an
opportunity to discuss those records if you wish You may feel satisfied to know that your participation is
helping us become informed about the impact of the program in a \Yay that could support thi, mmic
program to continue and grow many yean itlto the future.

Ewlanation & offer to answer questions. Danielle Keaton has explained this re,earch smdy to You and
ans,wred your questions . If you ha,,-e other que,tions or researcli-relate.d problem,, you may reach
:\1elanie :\L Dome11ed1 Rodriguez (PI) (..\JS >890-4613 or Danielle Keaton at (707'1360- 85 57 _You may
call or text those phone numbers. You may al,o email us at :\felanie.Domenech1Zmu.edu or
Keato11.D,1nielle/fgmail.com. Dr_ Domenech Rodriguez i, able to take calls in both Spanish and English.
Danielle Keaton is able to anrn-er phone calls in English.
Your child s participation in thi, srudy is entirely rnluntary. Your child may refuse to participate or
withdra\\· at any ti.me ,,-ithout consequence or loss of benefits. Simply corrunutiicate ,Yith Dn. Domenech
Rodriguez or Bernal , or with Danielle Keaton and we \Yill be sure to delete your data from the data file .
Research records '\Yill be kept confirientiat comistent "<Yith federal and state regulation,. Only the
researchers \\·ill haYe access to the data. .-..-hi.ch \,-ill be kept in Box_com, a HIPA. A-compliant cloud-baw:l
storage. To protec-t yo ur pri,-acy, personal, idemifiable information will be remm-ed from
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Tlte Violi11istsfrom St. Tlwmm Aquinas: Ana{r:ing the Effects of a Small Jfasic Group
On the Academic AcJ1i.e..-e11tenl of Primari{,· H&.panic Youth in Cache Va~·
document5 and replaced \Yith a study identifier. Identifying information n·ill be stored in physical forrn ir1
Dr. Domenech R odriguez 's office in a locked filing cabinet. Identifying information ,,ill be kept as long
as ,Ye ha Ye !RB appro·,al from l:SC . Once our approYal expires. identifiers will be destroyed.
Deidc111!:fied mfi:,rmation may be kept indefiruteh·
TI1e lmtihitional Re,.-iew Board for the protection ofh1m1a11 participants. at Dab State Uninrsity has
appro,·ed thi5 research study. If you ha,·e any question;; or concerns about your righ1s or a research-related
ituury and \YOttl<l like to contact someone other than the research kam, you ma:,: contact the IRB Director
at (435) 797-0567 or email irb·'a ume<lu to obtain information or to offer input.
You ha·,e been giwn n...-o copies of this Informed Consent. Please sign both copies and keep one copy .
lmestigator Statement ··r ce-rti:fy that the research study ha, been e~lained to the indi~:idual, by me or
my research staff, and that the mdiY1dual understands the nature and purpose, the pornble risks and
benefit, associated n-irh taking part in this re,earch study. Any question, that ha,-e been raised haw been
ans\Yered.'.

:\Ielanie 1I. Domenech Rodriguez
Principal Iw:estigator
(435) 797-3059; (435 ) 890-4613
mdanie .domenech '§ usu.edu

Danielle J. Keaton
Student Co-innstigator
(707) 360-855 7
ke aton_danielle-g gmail.com

Cbild.'Youth Assent: I understand that my parent(s) or guardian(si are aware of this research study and
that they ha,·e giYen permission for me to pariicipate. I undeBtand that it is up to me to participate e,:en if
they say yes If I do not want to be in this study, J do not ha,·e to and no one will be upset ifl don 'tcYant
to participate or if I change my mind later and \\·ant to stop. I can a5k any questions that I ha,·e about thi,
study now or later. By signing belo\\", ] agree to participate_

Child. s ~ ame.- signature

Date

':\ame of parent or caregi,:er signature

Date

Parent·careg:i\·ec' s relationship to pmicipant
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CO~SE).""IHilEI'ffO
Los Violfoi.1ta.s de Sto. Tomti-1 de Aqui,io: A,1tllisis de los Efect(n de la Panicipa.cion en w1 Grupo Peque1to de
Jtusica. sobi·e t'l R1mdimie,ito Acadimico de 101:,mes Pdmordialm,mte Latinos n1 el Conda.do de Cache

Proposito del estuclio. La Dra. :\1elanie Domenech Rodriguez en el Departa.mento de P,icologia y el Dr.
Sergio Bernal de! Depanamemo de l'.fosica de l:tah State l:'niw-nity estan lle...-ando acabo l.lll esrudio para
determ.tnar lo-;, efecto, deb part1cipac16n de j6Yene, en el grupo de m1'.lsica del Dr. Bernal sobre el
rendimiento academico de Im participantes. El gmpo se lien a cabo en la iglesia de Sto. Tomas de
Aquino. Le hemos pedido que tome parte en este estudio por su hijo •a ha pariicipado o esta pariic.ipando
en el grupo del Dr Bernal. Ha bran aproxi.madamente 35 participantes en este esrudio. Ademas de
presentaciones y publicJ.ciones profesionale,, es posible qUe milicemos la infonnaci611 que aprendamos
para obteuer mas financiarniento para el progra.ma de los Jo·,enes \'iolinista,.
Si consieme a participar, su y su hijo a compa.niran infonnaci6n demograrica ba;;ica, como lo es sexo,
edad, educacion,, ingreso, y gmpo etnico al que pertenece su hiJo a, experiencia cou instrumemos
musicales , y participacion en el gmpo dd Dr. Bernal. Se utili.zan los records de asistencia tambien.
Fimlmente, le pediremos que firme 1ma autorizacion para obtener los records academicos de su hijo a que
mcluyeu rendu.ruento academico, asistenc1a a clases, y sus grados en la prueba estandar ·'Student
Assessment of Gro\Yth and Excellence" conoci<la come SAGE. Toda la informacie>n que obtengamos se
con\'ertira en •,alores numericos y sera ingre,ada e11 un ardu·,o electr6nico sm ninguua manera de
identificar a cada esmdiante indiYidualmente. Lm records academicos que recibamos .les seran entregados
a los padres tan pronto la informac16u sea ingresada en nuestrJ. base de datos.
ruesgos. LJ. participacion en este esrudio pudiera rernltar en incomodidad o riesgos menores. Ex.isle el
riesgo de qu.e se p1erda la coufldencia1idad ,1 los records acaoomicos se extraYiJ.!1. Re-d uc1remos la
probabilida<l <le este riesgo al ingresar los dams inmediJ.tamente y dernh·iendolos J. las farn.ilias a la
bre,:edad posible La infonnacion que obtengamos de su hijo ·a sera utilizada en preseJ1tacio11es -y
publicacione; profes1onales o propue,tas de fi11a11c1an11ento, pero los datos sera11 pre;;c-ntados solameme
de manera agregada y no sera posible identificar a ning(m participante imk:idualmente.
Beneficios. Un beneficio posible de su particip:icioti en este estudio e, el recibir los record8 acdemicos de
,u hijo a y rener la oportunidad de sentarse con alguien que le puede explicar el contenido si mted asi 10
desea . Pue.de tambien sentirse satisfecho al saber que su participacion nos ayudara a conocer el impacto
de! programa y que estos hallazgos pudieran ayudar a mautener el programa funcionando en el future .

Explicadon ..- oferta de contestar preguutas. Danidle Keaton y o Sergio Bernal le ha explicado esie
estudio y le ha contestado sus preguutas. Si tiene alguna of.ra pregunta o problemas relacionados .a este
estudio, pue.de conuuiicarse con ::\1ela.nie M. Dome11ech Rodriguez at (435) 890-4613 o Danielle Keaton
al (707) 360-855 7. Puede Hamar o ell',iar texto Tambien nos pue.de e,cribir por email a
:\.!elanie.Domenech-'ausu.edu o Danielle Keaton a KeatonDanielle Wgmail.com. La Dra. Domenech
Rodriguez puede contestar llamadas en espa.nol e ingles. Danielle Keaton solo puede contestar llamadas
en ingles .

La participacion de m hijo a en este estudio es completamente rnllllltaria. Su hijo·a puede decir que no
quiere participar en un principio o retira.r su paiiicipJ.cion en cualquier momento sin penalidad alglltla o
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Los Violbiisra.s de Sto. Tumr.i -~ de Aqui,w: A,ui.Usis de los Efecun de la Participacion en un Grupo Pequeno de
.'111sico. sobre el Rmdimiento Aca.d.emico de Jowmes Primordi11.[nt.i1tte Lari110, im el Conda.do de Cache

perdida de be11eficio5. Simplemente 5e pue<le comu.nicar con la Dra. Domenech Rodriguez, el Dr. Bernal,
o Danidle Keaton y retiraremos sm datos <le nuestros arclu\·os

L, informacion que rernp ilemos se mantendra co11.fidencialmente, comi,te11te rnn regulaciones federales
es1atales. Sola.tuentc lo, inwsti~adores tendran acceso a lo, datos. Los datos 5e mantendran en
Box com, un sitio de web para ~-dar daros que cumple los requisites de HIP.-\...\. Para prnteger 5U
princidad, informacion que lo pueda identificar sera remo\·i<la de los documentos de! estudio y sera
remplazada con un n(uuero de identificacion. la infonnacion qUe identifica a los participantes se
mantendra de fonna foica en la oficina de la Dra. Domenech Rodriguez, en un archi1.-o con llac:e. la
informacion que lo identifica se mantendri siemprn y cua.ndo haya un protocolo \·igente con el Comite
Instituciom.l de Repaso para la Proteccion de Sujetos Humanos en In-.-estigaci6n (IBB, por sus sighs en
ingle8) de "CSU. Un H~z: caduque la aprobacion, ,,e desuui.ra toda la infonnacion que idemifique a
i.ndi·\·icuos particulares. la infonnaci<in sin identificaci<in ,era retenida indefinidamente.
Y

El Comite Instituciollal de Repaso para la Protecc1on de Sujetos Humanos en Iir-estigac1<in (IRB i de Ctah
State "C"ni·,·er5ity ha aprobado este estudio. Si tie111~ alguna pregunta o duda acerca de sus derechos o suire
algum lesi6n o daii.o asociad.a a su paiiicipaci<in y quisiera ponerse en cont:acto con alguien externo al
equipo de itffestigacion, puede comunicarse con la Directora dd IRB al (-t35) 797-0567 o por email al
irb'ausu.edu. Alli podra obtener infonnaci<in u ofrecer su insumo. La Directora del [RB solo habla ingb .
Ha recibido dos copia~ de este Cansentimiento . Por fayor fume amba:; copia:; -y retenga una capia.
Declaration de la Innstigadora ·'Certi.fico que este estudio ha sido explic.ado al inch\·iduo ya M'a par mi
o alguien de mi equipo de in-.-estigac.ion, y que el indiYiduo entiende la nahiraleza y prop<isito, las riesgo,
posibles, y los be11eficios asociados con su participac10n en este estudio. Cualq_uier pregunta que ha tenido
ha sido contestada."

:Helauie :\I. Domenech Rodriguez
r.n,.-estigaclora Principal
(435) 797-3059; (435 ) 890-4613
melanie.domenech 'ausu.edu

Danielle J. Keaton

Esh1diate -y co-itn-estigadora
(707) 360-855 7
kt>aton.danielle·g gmail.com

Asentimie.n.to de) :\"ino/a/Joyen: Enl!endo que mi padre, madre, o guardian conocen los detalle, de este
estudio y me han dado permi,o de participar. Entiendo que yo decido si quiero participar o no aunque

ello, haya.s dado permi,o. Si no quiero participar en este esmdio, no tengo que hacerlo y nadie Ya a
molestarse conmigo porno participar o por cambiar de parece y quiero para despues. Puedo hacer las
preguntas que quiera ::obre e;;te estudio, ahora o en cti2lquier mom.ento. Con mi firma en e;,te <locumento,
doy mi permi,o para p2..1iicipar.
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l\ombre y F irma del Ki.no a o Jonn

FecllJ.

Kombre del padre, 1nadre, o guardian

fecha

Relacion del padres, madre, o guardian con el nino a
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Appendix B
Authorization to Release Academic Records Form - English Version
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...\.l'"THORIZA TIOf'I- TO RELL\.Sl: EDl-C..\.TIO!';AL RECORDS

Child·s name :

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

Date of bit1h: - - - - - - -

Parc:ut guardian of panicipant

I, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- hereby rnluntarily authorize the ;;tudent
researcher, Danielle Keaton, and faculty mentor, Dr. ~[clanie Dome.11ech Rodriguez, from Utah
State l niwrsity to obtain the academic tra.nscrip{s , attendance records, and Student ...\ssessment
of Gro\Yth and Excellence (SAG\Y) scores for my child, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, from
his or her school _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . These records arc being used
for examining the possible impact that my chitd· s participation in the Young \'iolinists from St.
Thomas ...\quinas hac; Lad on his or her academic performance. I understand that my authorization
,,111 remain eifecti,·e until the records h;n-e been release.cl, and that the .i.11.formatiou \Yill be handled
confidc:utially in compliance ,Yith the standard5 set by Uah State l ~ni,·ersity' s Institutional ReYie,Y
Board for the protection of human p211icipants. I understand that the records may be released
electronicall:,· and or physically, and that they mil be properly disposed ofor returned to me \Yidiin
n-..-o ·weeks of being obtained. I also understand that I nny see the information that is to be ,cnt,
and that I may rernke the authorization at any tune by \\Titten, dated communication.

I h;n-e read and understand the nature of this release.

Parent Guardian :.'fame

[Date]

Parent Guardian Signature

(Date]

[Date]
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Authorization to Release Academic Records Form - English Version
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..\lTORlZACIOl'. P.\R..\ OBTE :\IR RECORDS ACADE::\IICOS
".\ombre de] niiio a: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fecha de nacimiento: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Padre madre guard1in
Por este medic, yo, _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ __ __ __ _ , doy mi autorizacion de
manera ,.-oluntaria para que la estudiante, Danielle Keaton, y su mentora, la profesora :-.1elanie
Domenech Rodriguez, de Utah State Uniwrsity, obtengan transcripciones acad6ll!cas, records de
asistenc1a, \ las notas obtemdas etl el examen Swdem .--lssessment of Gr91nh and E,cel/e;;ce
(S.-\.GW) por parte de mi hi_10 a, _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ . Estos materiales se obtendran
directameme de la es-:Ucfa _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Esto:; rernrds ,e
usarau para examinar la relac1on que pueda eX.1stlr enrre la panic1paci6n de mi hijo a en el
prngr.ima de ,-iolimstas de la 1gles1a St. Thomas Aqumas y su re11dnniento acadenuco.
Eutiet1do que mi autorizacicin permanecera efectin hasta que se hayan transmitido los documentos

y que la informacion ,e manejari de manera confidenc1al y nunp1iendo con la, regbs establecidas
por el Comite Imtitucional para la Proteccion de Sujetos Humanos en lnw,tigacion de Utah State
L'niwrsity. Entiendo que los records pu.eden ser transrmtidc.,s de manera foi.za o electronic a, y que
seran propiamente destruidos o se me de,·oh·eran dentro de un periodo de do, semanas. Iambien
entiendo que podre ,.-er toda la infom1acion tran.,mitida, y que puedo retirai· mi autorizacion en
cualquier memento por medio de una comunicaci6n e,crita.
He leido v entiendo esta autorizacicin.

Nombre de! Padre_).fadre o Guard.tan

[fecha]

Firma dd Padre ~ladre o Guardian

[fee ha]

[Testigo]

[Fe-cha]
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Author Biography
Danielle Keaton was adopted from China and raised in Fort Bragg, California One of six
adopted siblings, she graduated from Three Rivers Charter School in 2012. She entered Utah
State University in the fall of2012 as a music therapy major and soon added a psychology major
in her sophomore year. While at Utah State, Danielle enjoyed serving as a mentor in the Global
Aggie Program, working with a young woman refugee; volunteering at an elementary school;
participating in the ASL club's Silent Weekend: and participating in the music therapy student
association. She was an undergraduate teaching fellow for introductory music and psychology
classes for three years, and she is a member of Psi Chi, the Utah Association of Music Therapists
(UAMT), and the American Music Therapy Association. In addition to at1ending several UAMT
conferences, she received funding from the psychology and honor departments to present this
research project at the Rocky Mountain Psychological Association conference in Denver,
Colorado in April. Over the years, Danielle has especially enjoyed her practicum experiences
working with young children at a preschool, elderly adults diagnosed with Alzheimer' s at a
residential facility, child witnesses of domestic violence, and an individual child diagnosed with
autism Following graduation in May 2016, Danielle will begin her music therapy internship in
January at Music To Grow On in Sacramento, California. Following completion of her
internship, she will take the national music therapy board-certified exam to earn her practicing
credential. After practicing for a year or two, she plans on pursuing a graduate degree in music
therapy.
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Reflective Writing
In completing the project this past year, I faced a number of challenges: recruiting
participants and gaining their consent to be in my study, obtaining data from participants '
schools, and standardizing that data. First, when visiting the Friday music sessions at the
beginning of the year, l had no trouble gaining the children's interest in being part of my study,
but obtaining their permission and their parents ' consent to be in it was a slow-going process. It
took me about a month and a half for all my participants to provide consent. In designing the
various forms , I created both an English and a Spanish version and brought copies of each to the
sessions to pass out to the children and their parents. One parent gave her consent for her child to
participate, but then when contacted by the school to confirm her consent so that I could get her
child's academic data, she did not appear to understand the forms and ultimately withdrew her
child from the study. When initially explaining the study and handing out the consent forms , I
primarily spoke to the children without their parents as their parents were either not present or
involved in a different activity that was occurring simultaneously in a different room of the
church. The majority of children then passed along the information I had told them to their
parents, in addition to giving them the consent forms. In hindsight, I should have explained my
study and consent process to both the children and their parents altogether.
Once I had everyone's consent to be in the study, I then had to obtain participants'
academic data from each of their schools. Some schools were eager to provide the data for their
students, while others were unsure about releasing such information to me. Often times, the
principals at the schools were unavailable to speak with me, so I had to leave or email copies of
the students' consent forms along with an explanation of my study, and then wait to hear back
from them. This process spanned about two months, with me playing phone tag and email tag
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many times. When I had almost finished obtaining all my participants' data, I found out that [
could receive blanket approval from the Logan School District for each child from each of the
schools under the district jurisdiction. One of their employees then provided me transcripts,
attendance records, and test scores for each of my participants. Had I thought to contact the
school district first, I am sure it would have saved me a lot of running around town.
Finally, the last big challenge I faced was deciding how to standardize all the data In
particular, determining how to do that for students' transcripts and test scores proved particularly
difficult, as the grading systems that schools used varied between each one, and the different
tests reported scores differently as well. It might be beneficial for schools within the same
geographical area at least to use some sort of standard grading system, but I recognize the
challenges associated with that, especially when considering the younger grades of students in
elementary school or kindergarten where it may be harder to reliably assess students ' abilities at
those younger ages.
Attending the music sessions was one of the most enjoyable parts of this project, for I
was able to observe the students and see first-hand what strategies and techniques Dr. Bernal
employed. As a music therapist, there are times when we may use music education as part of our
therapy, so I thought it particularly invaluable to notice the various ways in which Dr. Bernal
maintained his students ' engagement. Through singing, using directive statements, simply
bowing in the air, and modeling, Dr. Bernal creatively and effectively held everyone 's attention
throughout the sessions. I noticed that he used verbal praise as the primary reinforcement
method, and I appreciated how he offered control to his students by having them lead the group
in playing the violin or choosing a funny action to do simultaneously while playing. It was
apparent to me during each session that I attended that the children enjoy having Dr. Bernal as
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the instructor, for he is a warm, welcoming, easily approachable individual, and many of the
children themselves commented about how much they like him Overall, observing everyone
genuinely enjoy the music sessions was one of the highlights of this project for me.
My suggestions to future students considering or just beginning their own capstone
projects begin first and foremost with picking a topic that you are extremely interested in, for
you will be learning about and working on it a lot! Similarly, when finding a mentor to guide you
on your project, ensure they are just as passionate as you are about your topic of interest. I was
very fortunate to work with two individuals, Dr. Bernal and Dr. Domenech Rodriguez, who are
extraordinarily passionate about multicultural psychology and music. In addition to their
passions, they are also extremely knowledgeable about them and easily willing to share their
knowledge with me. When choosing a mentor, also ensure that he or she is a good fit for you in
terms of how much guidance you anticipate needing throughout the course of your project. Dr.
Domenech Rodriguez in particular was quite busy this year teaching her graduate students and
attending to her several other obligations, thus I primarily contacted her through email and only
met with her a few times. Much of my work was self-directed, and that was simply fine for me.
For other individuals who may have had a topic they felt required more guidance from their
mentor, perhaps mine would not have been a good fit for them
Another suggestion I have for future students is to be prepared to face challenges and be
willing to problem solve often to overcome those challenges. Just as life does, know that things
will not go as you planned them, but that's ok because you will gain the skills necessary to work
through those unplanned obstacles. Finally, if the opportunity arises, present your project at the
undergraduate symposium here and/or at another conference. Take pride in all the hard work you
have done and go show it offi

